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Security measures for Intelligent Mobile Agents in 

e-Commerce Decentralized Communities using 
Machine Learning based Predictive Modeling 

ABSTRACT 

The present invention " Security measures for Intelligent Mobile Agents in e
commerce Decentralized Communities using Machine Learning based 
Predictive Modeling " service for allowing relates to the creation of the increase of Intelligent 
Secure Quantifying Trust (01) based Reputation for securing Mobile Agents (02) from malicious 
hosts in order to perform successful Internet transactions in e-commerce applications. The main 
motive of the designed system is to investigate (03) the security issues in digital trust and 
reputation systems designed for securing Mobile Agent dispatched in open systems. Trust 
deliberation is a soft security (10) approach used in the problem (04) of Mobile Agent security 
where by an agent is protected from malicious behavior (011) of hosts within the system. We 
propose MRep, short for Reputation Intelligent systems for Mobile Agent security (05). Though 
numerous architectural approaches and mathematical models to compute the trust already exist, 
but we tried to provide a system enabling trust (06) to be utilized by Mobile Agents to predict 
reputation of hosts before initiating a transaction with them. As trust is subjective, we envisage a 
system where Direct and Indirect Reputation (07) of hosts is calculated by formalizing (09) basic 
trust factors.  

Our designed new system is decentralized in nature where each individual host carries rating 
information and gives recommendation about other hosts when asked by the agent (012).  
Recommendation credibility is ensured by calculating F-score through recommender's past 
recommendation history. This helps to effectively reduce bias in the Final Reputation calculated 
for Destination Host by the agent. Conceptualizing each trust factor in the time domain, Final 
Reputation of Destination Host is calculated (013). For this, adaptive weights are assigned to 
different recommender groups. In MRep, group of recommenders are developed according to 
distance from assumed pre-trusted host called Source Host. Recommender group is the name 

given to a hierarchy of hosts. There are four recommender groups in MRep namely R for Relative, 
F for Friend, N for Neighbor and S for Stranger (014). Weights to recommender group decrease 
with an increase in distance from Source Host. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to 
assess and verify weight assignments to recommender groups (015). AHP verifies consistencyin 
adaptive weight assignments to recommender groups for different trust relationship networks.  

Our work identifies and proposes detection (016) and prevention methodology for three basic 
attacks in proposed reputation system (017). Two attack detection methodologies are verified 
statistically and tested against synthetic generated data. A prevention mechanism is proposed for 
third attack using game-theoretic approach, like Slander Attacks (by individual malicious host), 
Colluder Attacks (018) (by a coalition of malicious hosts) and Whitewashing Attacks (by new 
joining hosts to clear their past bad reputation and reenter with new identity).
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[001]. The present invention mainly focused on a system investigates mobile agent security from 

malicious host. Mobile Agent is a specific form of the mobile code in a software agent's paradigms. We 

addressed how agent will combine and use reputations derived from directly and indirectly connected 

hosts to enhance the reliability and robustness of trust based reputation systems (01). There are always 

opportunities to enhance the performance of the proposed approaches. We have listed some of the 

possible enhancements in our proposed model and approaches.  

[002]. We propose a secure The proposed model does not consider transaction context, which can be 

considered in calculation of final reputation to improve prediction level of the model. Addressing of 

bootstrapping problem is required in our model to help its decision making about new incoming host 

having no transactional as well as recommendation history. The problem become more severe when such 

host does not interact for long time as ageing deteriorates the reputation of such hosts (02).  

[003]. In developed decentralized reputation model MRep each host before giving recommendation to 

mobile agent considers trust and reputation as private and subjective property of destination host so that 

mobile agent can experience successful transaction (011). In MRep, each host can put its own personal 

experience and can build trust and reputation for each other host belonging to the network. Our model 

is talks about securing mobile agent under medium and small size networks where hosts have regular 

interaction and so establish strong links among them.  

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[004]. Software security to protect mobile agent consists of lots of aspects like cryptography, access 

control and trust management, intrusion detection and tamper resistance, authentication and privacy, 

signature schemes, e-commerce, security analysis (08), mobile computing security etc. So, to design and 

develop security mechanisms for mobile agents against malicious hosts this paper identifies different 

kinds of attacks and relationships between them. Security objectives and requirements are analyzed with 

security measures taken to protect mobile code (07), state and data.  

[005]. The security issues in mobile agents can be classified into three strands: between agents, between 

agencies(agent platform), and between agents and agencies. There exists mechanisms to prevent attacks 

in the first two, since the problem is similar to traditional distributed systems. The problem of security 

between agents and agencies is not symmetrical. Protecting agencies from agents is also a known and 
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[006]. Mobile Agent (MA) plays an important role in developing applications of open, distributed and 

mixed environments such as the internet (013). Such agents extend the traditional network 

communication model by including a mobile process which can autonomously migrate (03) to new 

) remote servers by crossing various security domains and executing autonomously to its destination to 

accomplish a user assigned task. Since MAs travel to execute work in different environments in different 

hosts or servers, they are in need to protect themselves and their data from various types of attacks.  

[007]. Mobile Agents are a specific form of the mobile code in a software agent's paradigms. Mobility 

refers to the migration of the agent from one host to another host to perform certain computations on 

behalf of its owner (04). Major security issues include the agent's inability to authenticate transactions in 

hostile environments and the difficulty of hiding any private information from unknown parties like 

malicious hosts and third parties.  

[008]. The availability issue includes Denial-of-Service attacks where the host denies the requested 

resources needed by the agent to accomplish its task (05). The host can even deny that it received an 

agent. This is called non-repudiation. The host can n disregard the itinerary of the Mobile Agent and can 

refuse to transmit it to the next host.  

[009]. Confidentiality issue includes eavesdropping, where the host not only attempts to alter the agent, 

but wishes to use this information for its own benefits (06). Malicious host spies steal or can simply kill 

the agent. Hosts do reverse engineering by constructing their own agents after analyzing and capturing 

the agent's data.  

[0010]. When an MA arrives at a remote host, it gets fully in control of hosts and it becomes difficult for 

it to compute any secret computation of the user without exposing such computation processes (010) to 

the host (08). Hence, providing security to the Mobile Agents (static code) and its data (dynamic code) 

is an emerging need in Mobile Agent Technology.  

[0011]. The static component consists of the agent code that defines the agent's behavior (07). It includes 

the agent's origin, its owner, its movement history, resource requirements, authentication keys, the 

creation and the expiry date of the agent and the task description that details what the originator expects 

the agent to accomplish (013). The dynamic component changes during the execution of the agent and 

includes the agent's state and data. These are the agent's internal variables which allow it to resume its 

actions after moving to another host.  
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results of the computation. Protection of hosts against malicious agents (04) is a reasonably well 

researched issue and many viable mechanisms have been developed to address it. Securing agents against 

malicious hosts is technically more challenging and solutions are less developed.  

) [0013]. The agent traverses multiple hosts in a rapidly changing action base with no central control over 

the behavior of hosts. Hence, securing Mobile Agents through conventional security policies via 

authentication, authorization and confidentiality is difficult to achieve. Mobile Agents carries along its 

code, data, attributes and state and as a result presents a different challenge to current security solutions 

that cannot simply be resolved by conventional security solutions.  

[0014]. Mobile Agent's migrate from one environment to another to continue their execution. As a result, 

new security requirements have emerged when agents have been endowed with this mobility. Trust is 

used as an additional parameter to enhance security for mobile computing (06). Since Mobile Agents 

execute in open environments, they violate the usual security assumptions developed for traditional 

distributed systems like identification of identity and origin of interacting entities.  

[0015]. Entities can be either hosts or agents. Agents are exposed to significant risk due to frequent 

interaction with unfamiliar, diverse and hostile hosts. Trust and Reputation Systems can be used in 

mobile agent technology for securing mobile agents (09).  

[0016]. Trust relationships derived fromlocalized and external observations of host's behavior, like direct 

experiences, recommendations or both, help Mobile Agents to predict trustworthy hosts (010). Models 

based on trust presents specific ideas related to certain trust issues like perception of risk information 

and opinions given by third party and degree of trust.  

[0017]. The importance of trust based reputation models is evident from the success of sites such as e

bay, Amazon where collective feedback ratings (reputation) are pivotal to the undertaking of transactions 

by its users.  

[0018]. Reputation is used in electronic markets as a trust-enforcing, deterrent and incentive mechanism 

to avoid cheaters and frauds. Reputation is closely related or merged with the concept of trust. A trust

based reputation computation approach is proposed as solution to malicious host problem (011) that 

enable Mobile Agents to deliberate about host selection.  

[0019]. Reputation-based, trust models are very efficient because they enable agents to assess the hosts 

past recommendation and transaction history before transacting with them and prevent them for 
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[0020]. Since trust and reputation scores are assumed to represent and predict future quality and 

behavior, they can provide valuable decision support for relying parties (01). Since Mobile Agents is new 

to the system, so to predict future behavior of the target host, the agent extracts the target host's historical 

) behavior by gathering recommendations from other hosts.  

[0021]. The mobile agent paradigm is a further extension to distributed computing paradigms. A mobile 

agent is a software program with mobility which can be sent out from a computer into a network and 

roam among the computer nodes in the network. (013). It can be executed on those computers to finish 

its task on behalf of its owner. The transferring of a mobile agent state facilitates it in working 

automatically to travel between one or more remote computer. The key characteristic of the mobile agent 

paradigm is that any host in the network is allowed a high degree of flexibility to possess any mixture of 

know-how, resources and processors.  

[0022]. Its processing capabilities can be combined with local resources. Know- how (in the form of 

mobile agent) is available throughout (014) the network. Since, the mobile agent has many salient merits, 

so it has attracted tremendous attention in last few years and become a promising direction in distributed 

computing and processing as well as high performance network area.  

[0023]. In mobile agents, the mobile code generated by one party transfers and execute in an environment 

controlled by another party so several security issues arise (016) in various mobile agent computing.  

These issues include authentication, authorization (or access control), intrusion detection etc.  

[0024]. Because of mobility of mobile agent, the security problems becomes more complicated and have 

become a bottleneck for development and maintenance of mobile agent technology especially in security 

sensitive applications (011) such as e-commerce, military applications, scientific applications etc.  

[0025]. Security issues are becoming more significant in this age of pervasive mobile network computing 

where we have different types of information being used by mobile and fixed large scale distributed (07) 

applications interacting over wireless and wired network to deliver useful services to enterprises and users 

, fixed and mobile. So, the research on security issues of mobile agent differs in its aim, emphasis, base 

and technique.  

[0026]. A mobile agent is an autonomous entity that can move from one host to another under self

control. It is a new methodology for computation and communication as sub area of distributed systems.  

Mobile agent (01) based systems which are capable of free- roaming in open network environments 
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and origin of participating entities and operating system protected execution of programs. Hence, mobile 

agent systems are vulnerable to number of attacks in an open network. Mobile agent security issues 

include four aspects: protect hosts, protect agent, protect other agents and protect network. So, the 

success of mobile agents depends on its security.  

[0027]. The lack of comprehensive security solutions is a major concern that needs to be addressed 

before we see wide industry adoption of this new distributed computing paradigm. Many security 

solutions have been proposed in the past (01). These solutions are chiefly based on traditional security 

techniques.  

[0028]. The program identity and its intentions can easily be predicted by conventional security methods 

like client-server or remote method invocations. But, unfortunately, these predictions cannot be easily 

made by mobile agents. Since mobile agents execute in open networks (09), they are fully autonomous 

and mobile in nature, we cannot predict the intention and identity of intermediary hosts.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

[0029]. Security Requirements to protect Mobile Agents 

Authentication and Authorization : Authentication of a entity is the process of verifying the identity 

or other relevant information about the entity (01). The outcome of the authentication processes is that 

the user/agent knows the identity of the server/agent execution environment and the server/agent 

execution environment knows the identity of the user/agent.  

The process of deciding whether or not to grant a request after confirmation about the authentication of 

the principal is called authorization or access control (08). To achieve those security properties, digital 

signatures are required in addition to password access.  

Privacy and Confidentiality : Privacy requirement includes problems of confidentiality of exchanges 

and interactions in a mobile agent system. Since platforms are responsible for entire state of a mobile 

agent so mechanisms are needed that allow privacy of the information being accumulated and carried by 

agents to other platforms.  

Non-Repudiation : This problem of repudiation arise when party involved in communication or activity 
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denials. This is very important when mobile agent and mobile agent platforms commit to a digital 

agreement, contract, sale or any other such transactions.  

Accountability: Since every user, agent orprocess on a platformis responsible forits action sowe need 

to record not only unique identification and authentication but also an audit log of security relevant 

events to which both agent or process responsible for those events. All security related activities must be 

recorded for auditing and tracing purposes. Also, audit logs must be protected from unauthorized access 

and modifications.  

Availability: This requirement ensures availability of both data and services of a mobile agent to local 

agents and incoming mobile agent. This mobile agent platform should ensure availability of controlled 

concurrency, support for simultaneous access, deadlock management and exclusive access when 

required[40]. Agent platform should able to detect and recover from software and hardware failures. It 

should have the ability to deal with and avoid Dos attacks as well.  

Anonymity: The security policies of agent platform and their auditing requirements should be carefully 

balanced with agent privacy expectations. Here platform should keep agent's identity secret from other 

agents and maintains anonymity so as to determine agent's identity when necessary and legal.  

Fairness : Fairness requirement means that no party can give advantage over other parties. So, in mobile 

agent system, mechanisms are necessary to ensure fair agent platform interaction in electronic exchange 

[0030]. While Mobile Agent paradigm expresses many advantages over the traditional network 

computing models, the code mobility of the mobile agent brings some severe security problems (017).  

One major security problem is the malicious hosts problem i.e. attacks by the host to the visiting mobile 

agent. The lack of comprehensive security solutions is a major concern that has to be addressed before 

we see wide industry adoption of this new computing model.  

[0031]. Many security solutions are proposed in the past. These solutions are based on traditional security 

solutions. There are many security concerns such as auditing, secure communication, availability and 

accountability. The measures of security rely primarily on identifying and authenticating trusted 

parties(014), with whom to inter-operate and include the following aspects: issue users and agents hosts 

public key (PK) certificates for strong authentication , communicate information (e.g. agents and 

messages) securely among agent hosts(i.e. with confidentiality, integrity, secure authentication and non
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audit host services and other security related events for post processing analysis and detection.  

[0032]. Some discussion on major attacks to mobile agents. Section three gives security requirements and 

vulnerabilities. Section four discusses in short some major design (014) issues for practical security 

models. Section five explores in detail basic measures to protect agents. Section six gives conclusive 

statements and section seven confers future research issues.  

[0033]. There are numerous advantages of using the mobile agent paradigm rather than conventional 

paradigm such as client-server based technologies.(016). In one way it provides the abstraction to 

networking. The benefits of mobile-agent technology cannot be exploited fully until all the security issues 

are properly addressed. We try to provide a better solution by combining the results of two or more 

solutions.  

[0034]. Trust Models : Agents do not just need trusted computing base(TCB) because trust cannot be 

so binary in nature. Instead, agents decide to run in a software -only environment if such an environment 

is hosted by a well-known and trusted entity (013). If the environment is hosted by an entity with no 

reputation to protect, we need to use physical protection to maintain the trustworthiness of a trusted 

third party. Here trust decision are made by agent's software itself.  

[0035]. The P2P decentralized electronic communities: The P2P decentralized electronic 

communities encourage entities to share files, buy and sell commodities online. Such communities 

consist of entities like agents and hosts that are itself computational units, and they do not have any 

central administrative control. Hence, they are highly vulnerable to several attacks that try to destroy each 

other's identities (017).  

[0036]. When we talk of e-commerce, executing platforms, try to subvert the agent's data and even 

misguide them about another host identity with whom the agent has to transact. Agents are left in the 

network by the user for his task completion.  

[0037]. Hence, agents have to interact with the unfamiliar, diverse, and untrustworthy hosts (015).  

Agents are itself migratory computational programs that execute user defined tasks on each executing 

platform called hosts. The attacks by a malicious host on agent occur in many ways.  

[0038]. Reputation : Reputation is more a social notion of trust and is synonymous with the measure of 

trust. Hence, trust and reputation models(01) have gained importance in diverse fields such as economics, 
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Following contributions focus on reputation as a social concept; hence the models described below are 

not intended to be used as a security measure.  

Reputation is the most valuable information that helps to reduce the offensive and deceptive behavior 

of attacking entity. Most of the defense schemes detect unfair ratings by a majority rule. The rule states 

that mark those ratings that is far away from the majority's opinion as unfair ratings or recommendations.  

However, slanders defeat the majority rule either by introducing a large number of unfair ratings or by 

introducing unfair ratings with relatively small bias.  

[0039]. Eigen Trust's algorithm captures reputation from number of satisfactory transactions and then 

normalizes it over all participating peers. Algorithm further aggregates scores by a weighted sum of all 

reputation scores. It assumes the existence of pre-trusted peers.  

[0040]. MRep (Reputation System for Mobile Agent Security) 

The Computational Reputation Model 

The reputation model MRep is a formal model to compute Final Reputation of the Destination Host.  

The assumption was made that SH is a pre-trusted host, who had performed transactions with DH earlier 

and MA is a mobile agent currently present at SH (013). Since MA is interested to perform transactions 

with DH, before initiating its transaction with DH (09), agent calculates DH's reputation. Table 3 shows 

the symbols used in the model (010). To calculate reputation of DH, mobile agent considers trust of SH 

towards DH called Direct Reputation denoted as a DR (SH-DH).  

[0041]. Trust gained through recommendation of other hosts called recommenders, is called 

recommendation value given by the recommender belonging to a specific group denoted as Rec recommended 

group->
1 1

). Indirect Reputation denoted as IDR recommendedr group) is obtained by finding the product of 

normalized F-score (also called recommender reputation value) with the recommended value (014) given 

by the recommender for DH. Total Indirect Reputation denoted as TIDR is obtained by the weighted 

sum of IDRs obtained from recommenders of different groups (011). Final Reputation denoted, as FR 

is the weighted sum of Direct and Indirect reputations.  

[0042]. Indirect Reputation IDR recommendedr group) Calculation: Indirect Reputation of DH is obtained 

by considering recommendations from recommenders (hosts at different hierarchies). To obtain a 

recommendation from recommenders, recommender's reputation value is evaluated on the basis of its 
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reputation value (015). F-measure is calculated by finding Precision and Recall from recommender's 

historic ratings. F-measure occurs in the range between 0 and 1. When values are near to one higher 

weight is given to recommender's reputation value and vice versa.  

) [0043]. Recommenders are divided into four recommending groups according to their linkage with 

Source Host. Recommenders at one hop distance from SH belong to Relative group denoted by 'R'.  

Recommenders at two hop distance belong to the Friends group denoted by 'F'. The neighbor group 

consists of recommenders (015) at three hop distance from the source host is shown by 'N' and 

recommenders at four hop distance belongs to stranger group shown by 'S'. The Indirect Reputation of 

DH is calculated by finding the product of the normalized weight of each recommender's reputation 

value (F-measure) with its recommended value given for DH shown by Rec recommended group-DI I).  

[0044]. We gives Indirect Reputation value provided by recommenders of the Relative group 'R'. Similar 

equations (equations 4 tolO) provide Indirect Reputation for DH by other recommender groups. For 

example, IDRR is Indirect Reputation given by recommenders belonging to Relative group (014).  

IDRFis Indirect Reputation given by recommenders of the Friend group. IDRN is Indirect Reputation 

given by recommenders of Neighbor group (013). IDR s is Indirect Reputation given by recommenders 

of the Stranger group.  

[0045]. Total Indirect Reputation (TIDR) Calculation: Total Indirect Reputation is obtained by 

aggregation of Indirect Reputation of all recommenders belonging to four (016) recommending groups.  

Weights are assigned to different recommender groups according to application.  

The below Equation gives Total Indirect Reputation (TIDR). The parameters , ,yand 6 are used to 

assign weights according to the distance of recommenders groups from SH. Hence, weight to Indirect 

Reputations should be given in descending order, starting from Relatives to Stranger.  

TIDR =a IDRR + f IDRF + y IDRN +6 IDRS 

Where, a+f# +y+ =1 and a>f# > y> 5 
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After computing Direct and Total Indirect Reputation values for DH, the MA at SH calculates the Final 

Reputation value of DH by aggregating both Direct and Indirect Reputations values (018), assigning 

different weights to them. The parameter for weight '0' is called 'significance factor' that assigns weights 

to these reputations in the range between 0 and 1.  

This 'significance factor' indicates how much significance MA will give to Direct and Indirect Reputations.  

The MRep model is based on an assumption of pre trusted host, i.e. SH, hence a significance factor '0' is 

always given higher weight compared to indirect Reputation obtained by the recommenders. Weight for 

TIDR is signified by (1- 0). Final Reputation of DH is given by equation.  

FR - 0 * DR + (1- 0) * TIDR 

[0047]. Detection Methodology 

Slanders are dishonest hosts who try to subvert the system by falsely rating a bad transaction as good one 

and vice versa. Such unfair ratings given by Slanders are given due to jealously, competitive spirit or due 

to presence of incomplete information about the DH. Such deceitful intentions of Slanders affect the 

quality of reputation scores generated by a reputation system.  

We proposes a new mechanism to filter Slanders using Euclidean Distance Similarity measurement.  

Similarity Assessment through Distance Vector helps to find similarity in rating and F-score between SH 

and recommender. For this, Euclidean Distance (ED) is calculated (017) between SH and particular 

recommender two parameters. One parameter is F-score of recommender and SH and the second 

parameter is the rating or recommendation value given by SH and recommender for DH. Small values of 

Euclidean Distance verifies assessment of SH and recommender (016) to be same for DH.  

If this distance value is large, then assessments of both entities are dissimilar. The pre-decided ranges for 

Euclidean Distance similarity are shown in Table 5. Based on the application, the threshold o and P are 

defined such that 0< o < P <1. The predefined values for thresholds o and P are 0.2 and 0.3 respectively.  

Hence, to detect honesty in particular recommender, Euclidean Distance similarity is computed between 

SH and recommender.  

Case 1: If 0< ED< o then SH and recommender assessment for DH is similar.  

Case 2: If o<ED< P, then the similarity cannot be defined. In this case, we go for correlation 
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between assessments of both recommender and SH. This occurs when the distance 

values occur between similarity's last range and dissimilarity's initial range, i.e. somewhere 

between 0.2 and 0.3.  

Case 3: If P < ED< 1, then SH and recommender's assessment for DH is assumed to be 

dissimilar.  

[0048]. Performance of Association Test 

Calculated associate degree is verified by applying Chi-square test at 5% risk level on three synthetic data 

sets Data Set1, Data Set 2 and Data Set 3. Each data set contains IDR from 50 recommenders. Table 11 

shows that Data Set1 accepts the null hypothesis that IDRs before (015) and after Slander detection are 

not associated. It can be verified by calculating Q, Chi-square and the P - value. In Data Set 2 & 3 reject 

the null hypothesis and states that "both IDR (before and after association) are associated." The same is 

verified by computing Typel error, Type 2 error, Q- value, Chi-square value and P-values.  

[0049]. This research work emphasizes on construction of a reliable and dynamic reputation system in 

order to secure mobile agents against malicious hosts in robust e-commerce applications. The proposed 

reputation model MRep computes Final Reputation of Destination Host (016). Final Reputation is the 

weighted sum of Direct and Indirect reputations. Direct Reputation is obtained from assumed pre

trusted Source Host's transactional experience with the Destination Host.  

[0050]. To develop confidence in the estimated reputation of Destination Host, time-based reputation 

scores are generated. Indirect Reputation is obtained from recommenders classified into four reputation 

hierarchical groups, depending on their distance (017) from SH. Small or larger similarity or dissimilarity 

in the ratings between SH and particular recommender confirms for recommender fair and unfair given 

recommendation. If intermediate similarity exists, strong, medium and weak correlation is calculated 

between the two.  

[0051]. The results of experiments show that our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art 

method in unfair ratings prediction over synthetically generated Data Sets (07). The basic approach of 

our proposal is to give higher weight to Direct Reputation and low weight to Indirect Reputation. The 

model shows high AUC before slandering while AUC is decreased after slandering because it increases 

false positives and false negatives caused due to unfair recommenders (011).  

[0052]. The treatment of direct interaction in this reputation model is limited to the use of most-recent 
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relies on the use of recommendation information (015). Our model design is limited to medium and 

small size stable environments where agents meet same hosts frequently, and therefore, it is possible to 

develop strong trust links between them. Hence, we tried to overcome a high-performance evaluation 

that takes place in large open systems and less sensitivity of such systems to maintain the dynamism 

[0053]. Proposed MRep Model 

The main task of the trust model is to compute the reputation of a destination host (DH) for the MA 

before it is allowed to do transactions. The computation of the reputation of any host with which the 

MA interacts is generally based on the feedback mechanism by recommenders in the network. The 

recommenders are categorized as direct and indirect (08). To have a systematic methodology to facilitate 

the calculation of reputation of a DH, a hierarchical model can be defined.  

The proposed MRep model for determination of trust is based on a hierarchical concept consisting of four 

recommender communities or classes or groups. The members of these classes or groups are Source Hosts 

(SH), Relative Hosts (RH), Friend Hosts (FH), Neighbor Hosts (NH), and Stranger Hosts (SH)(016).  

The four-level hierarchy structure of MRep generates community levels according to distance from SH.  

The SH is considered atlevelzero and provides direct recommendation (017). The other four recommender 

groups are arranged in a hierarchical order as Relative ->Friend -> Neighbor ->Strangers with respect to 

the SH and are responsible for providing indirect recommendation.  

We extended TRUMMAR's community level hierarchical model by adding one more recommender 

group called Relatives to make the model more reliable or trustworthy. We have also discussed the three 

major attacks. The effectiveness of our proposed model is discussed in the subsequent chapters. Further, 

the model also provides more a generalized treatment (018) for the calculation of recommendations 

considering the random arrangement of hosts and the application of analytic hierarchical process (AHP).  

[0054]. The proposed model also considers time recency and assigns variable weights to recommender 

groups. Thus, MRep is more robust and efficient trust model (013). The mobile agent starts its journey 
from the Source Host (SH) which is assumed a pre-trusted host.  

[0055]. The Mobile Agents calculates the reputation of DH considering time recency in Direct 

Reputation (DR) obtained from SH and further combines it with Indirect Reputation (IDRx) received 
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considers recommendations (010) from only those recommenders who had past transaction history with 

DH. The weights are assigned to recommender groups depending on their distance from SH.  

[0056]. Recommendations received from Relatives are given more weight as compared to those given by 

Strangers. o, P, y and 8 represent weights assigned to Relatives, Friends , Neighbor and Stranger groups 

respectively. The highest weight is assigned to Relatives (02) and the least weight to Strangers. The model 

assigns weights, based on distance of recommenders as against fixed weight assignment by various authors 

discussed above. This further enhances the efficiency of the proposed model.  

[0057]. The proposed MRep reputation model is based on most-recent transactional experience of pre

trusted host with DH whose reputation needs to be evaluated. Various trust related factors like number 

of transactions, number of successful transactions, time decay factor, transaction score, transaction 

evaluation, direct reputation score, confidence, direct reputation (06), indirect reputation and total 

indirect reputation are calculated. Indirect reputation is received from recommenders divided into classes 

or groups called Recommender groups. Four recommender groups named Relatives, Friends, Neighbors 

and Strangers are developed based on distance from source host.  

[0058]. We used AHP technique to solve problem with the uncertain weight assignment to recommender 

groups present AHP verifies agent's personalized based weighing allocation to four recommender 

groups. It determines the relative (05) importance of recommender groups. Criteria at level-I of 2-level 

MRep hierarchy represents fixed hierarchical network while alternatives at 2- level represents random 

hierarchical networks.  

[0059]. Agent assigns weight using fundamental scale of importance. It develops a priority of 

recommender groups with weights reflecting their perceived importance (04) and synthesizes the 

priorities into an overall set of values. This indicates the relative importance of each alternative.  

[0060]. Consistency Ratio reflects the consistency of the weights assigned through pair-wise comparisons 

between recommender groups. Final reputation is calculated for each random hierarchical network and 

compared with fixed hierarchy to verify new weight assignments to recommender (017) groups.  

Equations based on proposed parameters describe the host present and past behavior.  

[0061]. Empirical calculation of proposed factors is shown in tables. ROC curves are plotted to show 

the performance of the model in estimating final reputation of destination host. These curves verifies 
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from assumed pre trusted source host than indirect reputation from recommenders.  

[0062]. Slander Attack 

Slander attack takes place when a single identity recommender gives dishonest ratings for the DH.  

Systems that do not authenticate the origin of the recommendation are extremely vulnerable to slandering 

because in such systems (010) , we cannot differentiate an honest recommendation from dishonest ones 

and normal recommenders from malicious recommenders. Slandering attack is also facilitated by the 

high sensitivity of the formulation to negative recommendations 

Slander Attack Detection : Slander attack takes place when a single identity recommender gives 

dishonest ratings for the DH. Systems that do not authenticate the origin of the recommendation are 

extremely vulnerable to slandering because in such systems (010) we cannot differentiate an honest 

recommendation from dishonest ones and normal recommenders from malicious recommenders.  

Slandering attack (09) is also facilitated by the high sensitivity of the formulation to negative 

recommendations. As a result such an attack increases the false negative (F,) and false positive (F) rate.  

F1 refers to declaring honest host as dishonest and F, refers to declaring dishonest host as honest. In our 

proposed trust-based reputation system, the MA performs comparisons in the sensitivity of the 

formulation to negative recommendations (011). Our method limits the impact of slandering attacks by 

using formulations that can detect slanders by computing the similarity in recommendations of 

recommenders with the recommendations given by SH.  

[0063]. Statistical Verification and Association Test: An association test is applied to predict an 

association degree between recommendations given by recommenders before and after slandering. The 

test confirms the presence of slanders. A null hypothesis is defined (010). Yule's coefficient of association 

is calculated that estimates thedegree of association. Chi-Square test for goodness of fit is applied to find 

p-value at 5% risk level. If p-value is >= 0.05, the hypothesis is accepted while if p-value < 0.05, the 

hypothesis is rejected.  

[0064]. Statistical Test Evaluations on recommendations before and after slandering 

Case 1: Consider Table 4.5 

Step1: Define Null Hypothesis 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): recommendations of recommenders before and 
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Step 2: Do Binary Classification and assign all recommenders '0' that lie within 

dissimilarity range and '1' if recommenders lie within similarity range.  

Step 3: Form 2 X 2 contingency matrix 

[0065]. Proposed Detection Methodology: Our methodology for slander attack detection is based on 

'Euclidean Distance Similarity Principal' approach named Similarity Filtering (SF). Euclidean Distance 

(ED) is calculated between F-Score and recommendations (rating values) given by recommenders and 

SH. A particular recommender (010) is considered honest when the ED existswithin assumed similarity 

threshold. Two parameters namely F-Score and rating values of SH and recommender (host which has 

to be judged) are considered to measure similarity.  

[0066]. We assume that 'f is F-Score of SH and 'fi' is F-Score of recommender i (where i =1 to n).  

Similarly, we assume that 'r' is the recommendation given by SH and 'ri' is the recommendatio given by 

recommender i. Table 4.1 shows the parameters to compute ED based similarity between SH and 

recommenders.  

Table-1: Parameters to compute ED 

SH parameters Recommender's parameters 

F-Score of SH( F-Score of R: (£1) 

Recommendation by SH (r) Recommendation by Ri:(ri) 

F-Score of R2 : (f2 ) 

Recommendation by R 2: (r2 ) 

F-Score of R: (fr) 

Recommendation by R:(r) 

[0067]. Euclidean Distance Similarity Principal 

ED is calculated using F-Score and rating values between SH and recommender'i' as shown in Equation.  

ED (f f)2 + (r - ri) 2 

In the above equation the agent considers a recommender' i ' as honest when ED between SH and th 

recommender lies within the similarity range. A recommender is considered dishonest if ED lies within 

the dissimilarity range (011). Table-4. shows thresholds (a=0.2, e =0.3) for similarity and dissimilarity 

ranges which can be changed as per requirements. a and e define the threshold for similarity and 

dissimilarity of recommendation with SH in such a way that 0< a < e < 1.  
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Case 1: If 0 < ED < then the recommendation given to MA by SH and 

the recommender is similar.  

Case 2: If a < ED < e then similarity cannot be defined. In such case, 

uncertainty in recommendation values is calculated using correlation.  

Case 3: If e < ED < 1, then the recommendation given to MA by SH and 

the recommender is dissimilar.  

Table-2: Euclidean distance based Similarity filtering 

Range of Euclidean Distance (ED) Similar(S)/ Dissimilar(D)/ Correlation(C) 

Small: 0<=ED<=0.2 S(0-0,1-1) 

Uncertain: 0.2<ED<=0.3 C 

Large: ED>0.3 D(0-1, 1-0) 

[0068]. Uncertainty Measure: Uncertainty in recommendation occurs when ED between SH and 

recommender lies between similarity and dissimilarity ranges. Correlation is calculated under such 

situation. Table-3 shows the range for correlation values (09). Under strong and medium correlation, 

recommender lies under similarity range of SH while weak correlation shows recommenders' dissimilar 

opinion for DH as compared to SH.  

Table-3: Ranges for uncertainty in recommendation 

Correlation Type 
Range 

0.21-0.24 Strong correlation(0-0, 1-1) 

0.25-0.27 Medium correlation (0 -0,1-1) 

0.28-0.3 Weak correlation (0-1, 1-0) 

Table -4 explains ED-based similarity to filter dishonest recommenders that helps the agent to decide 

whether to do transaction with DH or not.  

Table - 4: Similarity filtering based Agent's decision 

SH DH Recommender's ED Agent's 
Opinion honesty opinion Similarity Decision 

Honest (1) Small I 
Dishonest (0) Large 0 

Honest (1) 1 Strong I 
Uncertain(1/0) Medium 1 

Weak 0 
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Dishonest 0 Honest (1) Large I 

(0) Uncertain (0/1) Strong 0 
Medium 0 
Weak 1 

[0069]. Rating Aggregation based Reputation Systems 

In reputation-based systems, the reputation scheme collects, distributes and aggregates feedback about the 

hosts' past behavior. This scheme helps agents to identify trustworthy hosts (010) and decide on whom 

to trust. Doing aggregation of ratings given by recommenders is a difficult task. The reputation score 

obtained after aggregating ratings must represent the real behavior of the host.  

Unfortunately, the aggregation method of trust values is not clearly described in most reputation systems.  

In ReGreT, the weighted average of ratings is computed with the use of recency. In Eigen Trust the global 

trust between two hosts at time 't' is computed by weighing the direct trust table entry with a time decay 

weight. To compute the reputation of the host, recommendations from the 3 r party are taken and 

aggregated with direct trust values, applying time decay function (011) specific for the given context.  

[0070]. Experimental Analysis 

Table-I.detects recommenders that provide an unfairly low recommendation to reputable DH. Because 

trust level of DH > 0.3 hence ''is assigned to show that DH is trustworthy (08). We assign ''in binary 

classifier column where ED comes in pre-determined similarity range while '0' is assigned if ED value 

lies within dissimilarity range. In case ED lies within similar and dissimilar range, strong, middle and 

weak correlation is calculation. Strong and middle correlation marks '1' as '1' and weak correlation marks 

'' as '0'.  

Table-5 detects recommenders that provide unfairly high recommendation to low reputable DH.  

Because trust level of DH < 0.3 hence '0' is assigned to show DH untrustworthiness. '0' is assigned in 

binary classifier column when ED lies within similarity range while '1' is assigned if ED lies within 

dissimilarity range (018). For uncertainty in ED values, strong and middle correlation assigns '0' as '0' 

and weak correlation assign '0' as '1'. Table -3, &4 shows that none of the recommender's 

recommendation lies within dissimilarity ranges.  

Table - 5: Detection of low recommendations given to high reputable DH 

After Slandering Before Slandering 
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R1 0.7 0.3 0.08 0.10 1 0.53 0.14 0.13 1 

R2 0.8 0.1 0.03 0.32 0 0.54 0.16 0.17 1 
Relative 

R3 0.5 0.3 0.06 0.22 1 0.5 0.09 0.22 1 

R4 0.7 0.5 0.13 0.10 1 0.1 0.03 0.30 0 

TOTAL 2.70 0.29 0.1463 0.42 0.2079 

R5 0.3 0.1 0.02 0.50 0 0.54 0.10 0.42 0 

Friends R6 0.7 0.18 0.08 0.22 1 0.5 0.22 0.10 1 

R7 0.6 0.4 0.15 0.10 1 0.1 0.04 0.32 0 

TOTAL 1.60 0.25 0.0743 0.36 0.1072 

R8 0.5 0.1 0.03 0.36 0 0.46 0.13 0.21 1 

Neighbor R9 0.6 0.1 0.03 0.32 0 0.42 0.14 0.10 1 

R10 0.7 0.09 0.04 0.31 0 0.32 0.12 0.08 1 

TOTAL 1.80 0.10 0.0144 0.39 0.0588 

R11 0.8 0.08 0.05 0.34 0 0.54 0.36 0.17 1 
Strangers R12 0.4 0.1 0.03 0.42 0 0.5 0.17 0.32 0 

TOTAL 1.20 0.09 0.0043 0.53 0.0263 

TIDR 0.2393 TIDR 0.4004 

r = 0.40 ; f = 0.7 B.C.(Binary Classifier) 

* (fi/ZEf)*ri 
**weight of recommender group *( (fi / ) f)*ri) 

[0071]. Model Performance 

Random data is generated and two tables are formed for before and after slandering case. The actual 

column in both tables refers to DR. When DR>0.3 trust level, binary state 'I' is assigned to DR else '0' 

is assigned (017). This states that SH considers DH trustworthy. We assign'1'toFRwhenFR>0.3, 

>0.4 and >0.5 trust levels (016). As discussed in the previous chapter ROC curves are used to estimate 

accuracy in prediction. ROC curves are drawn before and after slandering .We observe significant 

changes in AUC and standard error only at trust level > 0.3.  

[0072]. Before slandering Case: To simulate the system without slandering, an assumption is made 

that no recommender provides unfairly high and low ratings to DH. We calculate accuracy in estimating 

FR of DH under two values of significance factor. We calculate the accuracy by finding AUC for 

sensitivity versus 1-specificity for FR. Figure-7, shows ROC at 0 =0.5 

[0073]. We propose a new scheme for detection and prevention of slander attack. In this chapter, we 

focus on filtering dishonest recommenders. Such recommenders distort the reputation assessment 

resulting in wrong decision by Mobile Agents (017). Hence, agent transactions with trustworthy DH get 

cancelled and untrustworthy transactions would be committed.  
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[0074]. We propose an ED-based similarity filtering technique called SF to filter dishonest 

recommendations. The concept of our mechanism is to calculate ED between F-Score and 

recommendation value of SH and a particular recommender.  

[0075]. A small value of ED ensures that the recommender lies under similarity range and hence the 

recommender is considered honest. If ED lies under dissimilarity range, such recommender is slander 

because it provides unfair ratings to DH. Threshold values of similarity and dissimilarity are decided 

according to different environments and requirements (018).  

[0076]. We compare our approach with three honesty checking approaches, namely BF, OF, and FC. It 

is demonstrated that SF performs better than OF and BF but is comparable to FC in detecting the 

dishonest host as dishonest (05). Both BF and OF are less efficient in detecting a dishonest host as 

dishonest (T). This is because BF is based on predicting the future behavior of the host to be dishonest 

and OF filters only those hosts which give exceptionally high or low rating for inquired host.  

[0077]. It can be concluded that BF and OF are effective only when the majority of hosts are honest 

while FC fails in F, and performs well in T,. The SF outperforms all above approaches in detecting F" 

i.e. its percentage of detecting false negative parameter is high.  

[0078]. This means it performs remarkably well in detecting a smaller number of honest hosts as 

dishonest even when 80% dishonest hosts are present in the system.  

[0079]. Collusion Attack 

Collusion attacks are performed by either a single host or groups of collaborating malicious hosts.  

Reputation systems that lack mechanisms to provide data authentication and integrity are vulnerable to 

such attacks because we are not able to differentiate between fabricated and legitimate feedbacks.  

The proposed approach is based on Euclidean distance (ED) based similarity and clustering. Euclidean 

distance (or straight-line distance) is the most commonly used type when it comes to analyzing ratio or 

interval-scaled data (012).  

ED is calculated between recommenders on the basis of their F-Score and recommendation value 

denoted by di given in equation (5.1). f represents F-Score of recommender 'i' and f represents F-Score 

of recommender 'j'. Similarly, ri represents recommendation of recommender 'i' and r represents 

recommendation of recommender' j'.  
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uij =4 i -1 j - I j) I lere i= 1 to n-1, j-i+1 ton, where n= number of recommenders.  

11= 1(f 1 f12 +(r 1
2-- 0 

lhere, dli d- = d3 ----- d,, = 0 

2 (f t  f 2 )
2  (r 1 

dl= Ijf2 -f ) 2 +(r 2 -r) 2 

[0080]. Similarly, we can calculate other Euclidean distances.  

The above equation is used to construct the Euclidean distance (ED) matrix shown in the above 

Tables are Single linkage clustering is used on ED matrix because it weeds out even small variations in 

rating values. We used this clustering in our methodology (09) because it is the 'Nearest Neighbor' 

clustering technique where a shortest distance between clusters corresponds in our context to the shortest 

distance represented by 'd' between any two recommenders in the two clusters (016).  

[0081]. Our technique is termed Similarity Filtering (SF). Clustering techniques based on correlation are 

complete linkage and average linkage. These clustering techniques can detect exceptionally high and low 

ratings only. Other clustering approaches like complete, average and centroid are not preferred due to 

reasons given here.  

[0082]. Complete linkage is the 'Farthest Neighbor' clustering that excludes recommenders having 

maximum distance between them. Complete linkage can filter only those recommenders who give 

exceptionally high or low rating called 'Outliers'.  

[0083]. Hence complete-linkage clustering cannot filter recommenders that give small unfair ratings.  

Recommenders givingunfair recommendations can easily group into cluster of recommenders that give 

fair recommendations.  

[0084]. Average linkage and centroid clustering produce clusters of recommenders having low-cluster 

variance. Such clusters are of similar sizes and are affected by outliers.  

Table - 6: Euclidean Distance Matrix 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 RIO R11 Rn 

RI d 1 

R2 d2 1  d2 2 

R3 d31  d3 2  d3 3 

R4 - - -

R5 - - - -
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R7 - - - - - -

R8 - - - - - - -

R9 - - - - - - - -

RIO - - - - - - - - -

R11 - - - - - - - - - -

R n - - - - - - - - - - - dn 

Table - 7 : Distance matrix after clustering (2x2) 

Cluster I Cluster 2 

Cluster 1 0 

Cluster 2 d 0 

[0085]. The above Figures shows the flow chart of the complete methodology used in detecting collusion 

attack. The source host is the assumed pre-trusted host through which the agent receives direct reputation 

(DR) for DH (010).  

[0086]. Indirect reputation (IDR) is obtained from recommenders having past transactional history with 

DH. Final reputation (FR) is the weighted aggregation of DR and IDR. Euclidean distance matrix is (012) 

constructed considering recommender's recommendation and F-Score values using Equation 5.1. Single 

linkage clustering is done on Euclidean distance matrices.  

[0087]. Final distance matrix gives two clusters. Recommenders of one cluster provide recommendations 

close to DR. Another cluster contains recommenders that provide high/low recommendations. Scatter 

plots are constructed to verify the formation of two clusters.  

[0088]. TIDR is calculated after clustering. New_ FR is calculated. FR is compared with NewFR. Ballot 

stuff collusion occurs when NewFR > FR while bad mouth collusion occurs when NewFR < FR. No 

collusion occurs when NewFR- FR.  

DR Direct Reputation given by SH for DH 

X=R,F,N,S Recommender groups namely Relative, Friend, Neighbour and Stranger 

X Recommender 'i'of recommender group X 

ReccxiDH) Recommendation given by recommender 'i' of X group for DH 

IDR(x Indirect Reputation given by recommender group 'X' 

TIDR Total Indirect Reputation 

a, P, y, 8  weight parameters to Relative, Friend, Neighbour and Stranger group respectively 

WX Weight of recommender 'i' of 'X' recommender group given by its F-Score 
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FR Final Reputation 

[0089]. Cognitive-based Models 

These models have clear representations of trust and reputation in terms of cognitive elements such as 

beliefs, goals, desires, intentions, etc. To achieve such representations (010) the epistemic and 

motivational attitudes need to be stated explicitly (014) because it helps the agents to develop trust and 

hold social evaluations.  

Centralized: In such models, trust and reputation is considered a global property and every host in the 

network can look into it. These are online reputation systems that consist of centralized reputation 

computation authority. The main problem with such models is the lack of personalization of values.  

Since possibility arises to assign a common way of thinking to all hosts in the network, hence models 

cannot deal with more complex and subjective matters.  

All online trust and reputation systems are centralized in nature. All online reputation models come under 

the category of centralized reputation models. For example e-Bay, Amazon Auctions and OnSale 

Exchange are marketplaces that use centralized reputation mechanisms. In these systems, reputation 

value is computed as the sum of three possible rating values over the last six months.  

These are: positive (1), negative (-1) or neutral (0). Eigen Trust algorithm designed in P2P systems assigns a 

global trust value to each peer in the system based on the peer's past history of transactions. The trust 

value reflects the experiences of all peers with particular enquired peer. The Eigen Trust proposes a 

distributed and secure method to compute global trust value based on power iteration. It is based on 

transitive trust. The global reputation of a peer 'i' is given by the local trust values assigned to it by other 

peers weighted by the global reputations of the assigning peers.  

The use of transitive trust leads to a system where global trust values corresponds to the left principal 

eigenvector of the initial matrix of normalized local trust values. The global trust in this model is much more 

refined by iterating and querying the neighbors of the neighbors.  

Decentralized: In decentralized reputation models each host considers trust and reputation as private 

and subjective property of target host. In such models, each host can put its own personal experience 
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for making medium and small size networks where hosts meet regularly (09) and establish strong links 

among them. Rahman and Hailes reputation-based trust management P2P model was one of the first 

works on distributed trust models based on distributed recommendations (010). Their model's proposed 

approach is based on four goals:

a). Decentralization: each peer (host) is responsible for managing trust information.  

b). Generalization of the notion of trust by using trust categories and trust values for different 

levels of trust in each category.  

c). The use of explicit trust statements in order to reduce ambiguity.  

d). Recommendations are used to get trust information regarding other hosts in the system.  

[0090]. Recommender Credibility based Reputation Systems 

In order to model the trustworthiness of recommendations, two basic approaches are used. The 

endogenous method helps to predict recommender's credibility by using statistical properties of its 

reported feedback, while the exogenous method relies on information (011) like reputation of 

recommender i.e. its past recommendation history.  

Models like TRAVOS, MLE, and CredibilityRecord assess the recommenders' reputation by keeping track 

of past recommendations. To find recommenders' credibility some models find the ratio of the number 

of suspicious recommendations by the total number of recommendations sent.  

[0091]. Reputation Error Estimation 

This section validates the trend obtained (012) in the following 

Ballot Stuff Attack: Recommenders collude to provide unfairly high recommendations to DH. As shown 

in Section 5.4 and Table 5.15, the value of FR increases with the increase in the number of colluders.  

Table 5.23 provides the statistical treatment of this, where FR asis the new FR obtained after attack in 

the system. The percentage error is defined as 

EB, = (FRb-FR) *100 / FR.  

Bad Mouth Attack: Recommenders collude to provide unfairly low recommendations to DH. As shown 

in Section 5.4 and Table 5.19, the value of FR decreases with the increase in the number of colluders.  

Table 5.23 provides FRm which is the new FR obtained after an attack in the system. The percentage 

error is defined as 

EB = (FR- FR,m) *100 / FR.  
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and single linkage clustering provides an efficient solution. The proposed SF method shows a great 

promise as a technique to detect collusion attack. We have also given the statistical treatment for this 

problem by considering probabilistic collusion of the hosts.  

[0093]. The reputation errors are calculated and statistically verified to show that collusion attack results 

in increase of reputation errors under both the attacks considered. The comparison of the proposed SF 

scheme is also made with other filtering approaches like BF, OF and WF.  

[0094]. Our detection scheme performs significantly well by givinglow reputation errors even when large 

number of dishonest hosts rises in the system. Our proposed approach provides an efficient solution 

when the problem of collaborating unfair rating is compared to statistical and machine learning methods 

such as iterated filtering, Bayesian filtering and outlier filtering.  

[0095]. Whitewash Attack Detection 

Whitewashing attack (018) occurs when a host having a poor reputation escapes from the network due to 

its bad transactional behavior and further re-enters into the network with a fresh new identity. Whitewashers 

are also called pseudo-spoofers because they never bind themselves in one identity and keep on changing 

their identity periodically in order to escape from being identified.  

Whitewashers are neither synchronized nor get into coordination just like colluders or Sybil (one host present 

with multiple identities in the network) because their act of changing identities and performing a malicious 

activity cannot be done at the same time (017). The problem of whitewashing becomes more challenging as 

it is difficult to differentiate between a legitimate newcomer and a whitewasher. This chapter proposes a 

prevention mechanism to deal with whitewashers. Our proposed approach combines upfront cost, penalty 

and negotiation strategies against strangers.  

The proposed approach is based on the theoretical game model that attempts to capture the tradeoff between 

restricting whitewashers and encouraging newcomers to participate in the system. Whitewashing, if not 

detected and punished, leads to reduction in the utilization of host execution (016) and thus the concerned 

system may get collapsed in the tragedy of commons. Whitewashers can even impersonate a reputable host 

and further use its identity to gain and launch a new fraud.  
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high turnovers, free-identifiers that change identity at no cost, asymmetry of interest among hosts.  

(a). Short-term history: in this approach, a record of short-term transactional histories of hosts is 

kept so that previously well-behaved hosts should not become traitors.  

(b). Max flow-based subjective recognition approach: This approach takes care to prevent 

against collusion possibilities of hosts. Such collusion arises due to shared history among hosts 

that results in high cooperative levels but increases the high cost of distributed infrastructure to 

store it.  

(c). Stranger adaptive strategy: under this strategy all the transaction information of the agent on 

first-time interaction with any newcomer host is aggregated together.  

[0096]. Whitewashing Attack in MRep 

Whitewashing attack is shown in Figure .8. Assume that MA wishes to do transaction with DHI. It uses 

the optimistic strategy of transacting with strangers and performs a transaction with DHI. DHI gains 

reputation by performing many successful transactions with the agent.  

After gaining a high reputation, the agent performs a malicious act with the host and departs from the 

network. The time spent by DHI performing successful and malicious act with the agent is t1. DHI 

escapes from the network and re-enters into the network with a new identity named DH2.  

The activation period of DH2 is t2. Figure.9, shows that t2 > t1, i.e. time taken by DH2 to gain reputation 

is more as compared to when it was DHI. DHI is considered a whitewasher because each time it enters 

the network, gains reputation, attacks on the agent, leaves from the network and re-enter with a new 

name. The agent is unaware of the fact that DH2 is the same host DHI who had performed a malicious 

act with the it previously.  

[0097]. Prevention Scheme based on Mixed strategy Game Theory 

we propose a prevention scheme based on mixed strategy game theory. The agent and the host are entities 

operated by rational human beings. So they behave in a selfish manner i.e. they try to maximize their own 

benefit. This results in their non-cooperative behavior. This phenomenon is explained by the famous 
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other.  

Under mixed strategy games, the agent is not able to capture the unpredictable strategies of the host. A 

strategy is called a mixed or randomized strategy, which means the host and the agent choose an action 

(016) in a random (mixed) manner and try to maximize their payoff Let us consider that both the host 

and the agent have two strategies.  

(a). Cooperate denoted as 'C' 

(b). Defect denoted as 'D'. Under such games, 'C' means successful and 'D' means unsuccessful 

transactions between the host and the agent.  

[0098]. Unsafe Game 

The agent plays an unsafe game under mixed strategy because it knows whatever strategy it adopts; the 

host will select a counter-strategy which will minimize the agent's payoff (16). If the agent selects the 

strategy 'C', the host will select D so that the agent may get minimum gain. If the agent chooses strategy 

'D' then host will adopt the strategy 'C'.  

The agent and the host play their optimum strategies in such way that the agent would like to maximize 

his minimum gain which is just the largest of row minima called 'max-min' and the host will minimize 

his minimum loss which is just the smallest of column maxima called 'minmax'.  

Saddle point is that equilibrium point where the payoff of one player is simultaneously maximized with 

respect to his own strategy choice and minimized with respect to the strategy choice of the other player.  

The agent finds the saddle point to know its maximum gain out of minimum payoffs and the host finds 

its minimum loss out of maximum payoffs.  

[0099]. Safe Games 

Safe games give a strategically stable or self-enforcing outcome. Under these games both the agent and 

the host choose their actions in a deterministic way. Such games are solved when 'maximin' equals to 

'minmax'. Saddle point in safe games gives the agent an idea about the steady state of the play. In such 

games, the agent holds the correct expectation about the host behavior and acts rationally (015).  
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in between similarity and dissimilarity ranges, correlation is calculated for estimating strong, medium, or 

weak similarity of recommendation given by the recommender compared to Source Host.  

Association test finds the amount of association between Total Indirect Reputation calculated before and 

after Slandering. High amount of association verifies high Area under the Curves (AUC) and low 

standard errors in Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves.  

The performance of the model is inspected when high weight is given to Direct Reputation than Indirect 

Reputation. AUC is observed at minimum threshold before and after slandering. Results show that model 

obtains 80% accuracy in the Final Reputation score of Destination Host before slandering and 50% 

accuracy after slandering of recommenders. This concludes that the existence of slanders lowers the 

performance of the model than actually obtained before slandering.  

[00100]. We proposed research work presented in this chapter is to propose a game theory based upfront 

cost prevention mechanism in order to prevent the agent from whitewashing behavior of new incoming 

hosts in trust-based reputation systems. We have considered mixed and pure strategy game theory to deal 

with the problem of whitewashing (018). The mixed strategy fails to provide a good solution as the agent 

cannot predict the societal generosity level of the host under prevention scheme based on mixed strategy 

game theory. This is because this scheme results into an unsafe game where agent cannot predict whether 

host will cooperate or defect.  

[00101]. This unsafe game has no saddle point; hence it assigns probabilities to the agent and to the host 

to randomly select a pure strategy. Since probabilities are continuous, so there are infinitely many mixed 

strategies available to both players (07). The value of the game obtained in an unsafe game is negative 

that signals a loss in the agent's pay off On the other hand, the agent plays safe games under prevention 

scheme based on pure strategy game theory.  

[00102]. Safe games give stable solutions at the saddle point. A saddle point is said to occur when a value 

of the agent's minimum payoff is equal to the host's maximum payoff In the proposed solution the 

agent applies upfront cost, penalty and negotiation strategies to play safe games (04). Our robust and 

computationally tractable prevention scheme based on pure strategy ensures the agent's win that helps it 

to prevent the irrational behavior of new incoming hosts.  

[00103]. We proposes trust based reputation model MRep. It provides a more reliable and dynamic 
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because it increases trust level as the communities are extended to four, the weight assignment in the 

model to communities is variable and is function of distance rather than fixed as used by other 

researchers. The correctness of weight assignment is proved by AHP. AHP technique is used because it 

provisions the adaptive weight assignments and further proves a consistency in weights allotted to 

recommender groups or communities by the agent. AHP technique is applied to both scenarios in which 

we have fixed hierarchical connectivity and random hierarchical connectivity among communities. The 

value of the final reputation is calculated by this approach that verifies our basic MRep community 

hierarchy.  

[00104]. We proposes the collusion attack detection methodology and application of the proposed model.  

Our methodology uses similarity filtering and clustering. Distance matrixes are generated by applying 

single-linkage clustering on Euclidean distance values calculated between consecutive recommender's F

Score and recommendation value (rating) (08) given to the destination host. Clustering divides 

recommenders into honest and dishonest clusters.  

[00105]. We proposes a unique prevention mechanism against whitewashing attack when the agent 

interacts with the newcomer host (010). The newcomer host which is a whitewasher host poses a major 

threat as it does not possess any transactional and recommendation history.  

[00106]. Game Theory: Game theory technique is applied that allows both, the agent and the host to 

play their mixed and pure strategy based games against each other. Mixed strategy game results into an 

unsafe game having no saddle point (011). As a result such a game assigns probabilities to the agent and 

to the host to randomly select a pure strategy. Since probabilities are continuous, so there are infinitely many 

mixed strategies available to both players.  

[00107]. The value of game obtained in an unsafe game is negative that signals a loss in the agent's pay 

off. On the other hand, the agent plays safe games under the prevention scheme based on pure strategy 

game theory (015). Safe games give a stable solution at saddle point. Our methodology encourages the 

new-comer host by imposing 'nominal upfront cost', 'penalty' and 'negotiation' strategies against 

'cooperate' and 'defect' strategies of newcomer host.  

[00108]. Prevention scheme based on mixed strategy game theory is compared with pure strategy game 

theory. The approach of the mixed strategy leads to an unsafe game where most of the time the agent 
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Pure strategy always assures a safe game and the agent's profit.  

OBJECTIVE OF THE INNOVATION 

[00109]. The proposed model derives Final Reputation by combining Direct and Indirect trust for 

Destination Host with which agent wants to do a transaction. The paper's aim is to detect recommenders 

called Slanders who give an unfair recommendation (01) for the Destination Host. If calculated 

Euclidean Distance (ED) of recommendations between a Source Host (considered pre-trusted) and a 

particular recommender falls in between the pre-decided similarity range, the recommended value of that 

recommender is considered fair.  

[00110]. The security issues of mobile agent systems have embarrassed its widespread implementation.  

Mobile agents that move around the network are not safe because the remote hosts that accommodate 

the agents initiates all kinds of attacks (011). These hosts try to analyze the agent's decision logic (013) 

and their accumulated data. So, mobile agent security is the most challenging unsolved problems.  

[00111]. We analyzes various security measures deeply. Security especially the attacks performed by hosts 

to the visiting mobile agent (the malicious hosts problem) is a major obstacle that prevents mobile agent 

technology from being widely adopted (09). Being the running environment for mobile agent, the host 

has full control over them and could easily perform many kinds of attacks against them.  

[00112]. The credibility of mobile agents needs to be ascertained at all levels. So the baseline of all our 

efforts will be in action only after a certification from the MRep circle so that no malicious element can 

intercept.  

[00113]. The basic challenge in open environments is how to make system resistant against self-interested 

hosts, so that their actual deceitful intentions can be revealed. Our aim is to solve the trust-based 

reputation issues that support MAs to decide whether or not to interact with destination host considering 

accumulated opinions of other recommending hosts (01).  

The specific objectives of our research work are to: 

a). Develop a formal trust-based reputation model.  

b). Define and formalize basic factors of trust and derive reputation of destination host.  

c). Estimating recency in transaction in order to give more weight to the current transactions to 

make proposed model more dynamic in its behavior.  
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e). Calculate variability in transaction evaluations in order to find confidence in direct reputation 

scores of host.  

f). Assigning weight to recommenders depending on their past recommendationhistory.  

g). Applying Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique to assess weight pre-assignment to 

recommenders depending on their distance from pre-trusted host.  

h). Detection of slander attack where a single malicious host is responsible for givingdishonest 

recommendations for destination host.  

i). Detection of collusion attack where malicious group of recommenders colludes to give dishonest 

recommendations for destination host.  

j).Prevention scheme for whitewashing attack where host joins and leaves the network with new 

identity.  

k). The facet of error free execution depends a lot on the earnest performance of the agent whereby 

the influence of repugnance remains minimal.  
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[00114]. We proposed new mechanism of Secure Mobile agent computing is an effective choice for 

many applications due to its inherent advantages such as online accessibility of services, ability to work 

offline, no bandwidth requirement (01), easy interaction with systems, efficiency and space saving, 

robustness, fault tolerance with heterogeneous systems etc.  

[00115]. In mobile agent technology, releasing an agent into a network involves a risk of exposing the 

agent to attacks. As the mobile agent has to interact with the hosts in the network which are vulnerable 

to attack and may be dangerous to the system (02), securing agent interaction with hosts is essential.  

[00116]. For mobile code computing and to realize its full potential as the software infrastructure of truly 

distributed computing, we must understand and develop security mechanisms (03) that both detect and 

prevent malicious attacks against mobile code program.  

[00117]. All security mechanisms discussed are effective to some degree and the use of them should be 

retained. But most of the security measures (04) are not adequate because they are not geared towards 

software i.e. mobile, works cooperatively, interacts with its own environment (05) and reacts unpredict 

to unexpected events like software flaws, human errors etc.  

[00118]. A proposal based on a trust-based reputation methodology is laid that has its effectiveness in 

making the mobile agent secure. We have demonstrated the methodology in detecting the various 

attacks.  

[00119]. The proposed system Reputation system for Mobile Agent security called MRep uses Analytic 

Hierarchical Process that helps the agent to prove its consistency in giving relative weight assignments 

to recommender groups. F-Score is calculated to find credibility to recommenders.  

[00120]. F-Score is used to assign the weight to recommendation of recommenders on the basis of their 

past recommendation history which improves our model's performance accuracy in determining the 

true behavior of recommenders (010). DR-score is calculated to find immediateness in transaction 

evaluation values.  

[00121]. Divergence in DR-score is calculated that helps to find confidence in reputation value of 

destination host with which agent wants to do transaction. The decay of the reputation information of 

the host with time is calculated to give more weight (09) to recent transactions rather than the old 

transactions because old transactions may mislead the system.  
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[00122]. The designed MRep provides a more reliable and dynamic reputation system in order to secure 

mobile agents against malicious hosts' attack. The model is unique because it increases trust level as the 

communities are extended to four. The weight assignment in the model to communities is variable and 

is the function of distance rather than fixed.  

[00123]. The correctness of weight assignment is proved by AHP. AHP technique is used because it 

gives provisions to the adaptive weight assignments and further proves a consistency in weights allotted 

to recommender groups or communities by the agent.  

[00124]. We propose a similarity filtering (SF) based technique to detect slander attack and compared the 

same with other filtering methods used (08). The proposed approach out performs the other 

approaches. The SF filtering is based on the calculation of similarity in recommendation values between 

the source host and recommenders having past recommendation history with the destination host.  

[00125]. Euclidean distance is calculated to find the closeness in given recommendation values between 

the recommender and the source host which helps the system to determine the trustworthiness of the 

recommenders (010).  

[00126]. Further, correlation is calculated to find the uncertainty in recommendation values between the 

source host and the recommender when the recommendations lies within the similar and dissimilarity 

range which further helps the system to determine the trustworthiness (09) of the recommenders and 

enhance system performance.  

[00127]. Yule's coefficient of association is calculated to find the degree of association between 

recommendations before and after slandering. Chi-square test is applied on three cases to find p-value 

at 5% risk level. When p-value is greater than equal to 0.05, null hypothesis is accepted else rejected.  

[00128]. Our model uses similarity filtering and clustering for detecting collusion attack. Distance 

matrixes are generated by applying single-linkage clustering on Euclidean distance values calculated 

between consecutive recommender's F-Score and (05) recommendation value (rating) given to the 

destination host. Clustering divides recommenders into honest and dishonest clusters.  

[00129]. Probabilistic reputation error estimation shows that Without Filtering (WF) gives 22.6 

reputation errors under 20% collusion (014). The value of error increases and reaches to 90.1, when 

80% collusion occurs. BF (Bayesian Filtering) gives reputation error 7.1 under 20% collusion and 

reaches to 90 under 80% collusion. OF gives reputation error 5.02 and 91.6 when 20% and 80% 
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reaches to only 15.42 under 80% collusion. This shows that our SF method with clustering outperforms 

all the approaches.  

[00130]. Model proposes a unique prevention mechanism against whitewashing attack when the agent 

interacts with the newcomer host. The newcomer host which is a whitewasher host poses a major threat 

as it does not possess any transactional and recommendation history.  

[00131]. Game theory technique is applied that allows both, the agent and the host to play their mixed 

(014) and pure strategy based games against each other. Mixed strategy game results into an unsafe game 

having no saddle point.  

[00132]. As a result such a game assigns probabilities to the agent and to the host to randomly select a 

pure strategy. Since probabilities are continuous, so there are infinitely many mixed strategies available to 

both players.  

[00133]. The value of game obtained(018) in an unsafe game is negative that signals a loss in the agent's 

pay off. On the other hand, the agent plays safe games under the prevention scheme based on pure 

strategy game theory. Safe games give a stable solution at saddle point (015).  

[00134]. Our methodology encourages the new-comer host by imposing 'nominal upfront cost', 'penalty' 

and 'negotiation' strategies against 'cooperate' and 'defect' strategies of newcomer host. Prevention 

scheme based on mixed strategy game theory is compared with pure strategy game theory.  

[00135]. The approach of the mixed strategy leads to an unsafe game where most of the time the agent 

suffers loss (016). The scenario in pure strategy based games is entirely different and in a way reverse.  

Pure strategy always assures a safe game and the agent's profit.  

[00136]. The completion of a task not only closes with effective implementation rather the scope of 

improvisation adds a tone of flexibility to the accomplished task, which stands intact without 

compromising with the basic premises and tenets of the model (017). Likewise, the MRep model 

possesses the potential of being adopted in different work functions without the openness of being 

tampered at the base.  
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Figure.1, is represents of Block Diagram of Input (06)and MRep hierarchical view (02) modular 

operations(04) 

Figure.2, is represents the Community level (02) view of MRep 

Figure.3, is represents Proposed method (08) and Sequence diagram of MRep (09) 

Figure.4, is represents various steps formation of Representation of data flow (010) in MRep Creation 

Figure.5, represents the process a schematic view of Proposed method and Sequence diagram (011) to 

show of slander attack in MIRep (014) view readings projection output view 

Figure.6, is represents the process is a proposed (015) Block diagram of Sequence diagram to 

show collusion attack(017) in MRep for Overall view (013) 

Figure.7, is a schematic view of system for taking responsive action (016) to input Methodological 

flowchart for Collusion Detection Diagram Architecture 

Figure.8, is represents of Block Diagram of entire internal architecture and The process of 

proposedworking on (018)Sequence diagram to show whitewashing attack in MRep 

Figure.9, is represents the process of Functional Retrieved procedural Calculation (018) of the 

agent's best-response 
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Security measures for Intelligent Mobile Agents in e-commerce Decentralized 
Communities using Machine Learning based Predictive Modeling 

CLAIMS 

I Claim, 

1). The invention " Security measures for Intelligent Mobile Agents in e-commerce 

Decentralized Communities using Machine Learning based Predictive Modeling." 

comprises of Create a new secure and surveillance system.  

We propose a defense scheme that 

a). sets up heterogeneous thresholds for similarity, dissimilarity and uncertainty to 

detect dishonest recommendations by individual recommender (01), form clusters 

of colluding hosts based on single-linkage clustering filtered through Euclidean 
Distance measure between consecutive recommenders, and prevents whitewashing 

by newcomer hosts based on game theoretic strategy.  

b). Agent plays pure strategy games combining upfront cost, penalty and negotiation 

strategies against cooperating and defect strategies of the new comer host.  

c). The concept of "similarity" in slandering is to find the similarity in 'rating behavior' 

between pre-trusted host, i.e. Source Host and a particular recommender.  

d). To detect collusion, rating behavior similarity is found between two respective 

recommenders. Similarity is found by computing Euclidean Distance (ED) between 
consecutive recommenders.  

e). To estimate MRep accuracy and performance, ROC curves are drawn. Association 
test is conducted to verify the presence of slanders.  

f). Binomial Probability Distribution is used to investigate the increase and decrease in 

Final Reputation error under Ballot Stuffing and Bad Mouth collusion attacks 

respectively.  

g). Empirical calculations on experimental data using a trust based approach helps to 

avoid malicious behaviors of hosts that tamper with Mobile Agent's data during 
transactions.  

2). The invention as claimed in claim 1,We designed system investigates mobile agent security (02) 

from malicious host.  

a). Mobile Agent is a specific form of the mobile code in a software agent's paradigms.  

Mobile agent migrates from one host to another host to perform certain computations 

on behalf of its owner.  

b). Mobile Agents travel to execute work in different environments in different hosts or 

servers, they are in need to protect themselves and their data from various types of 

attacks.
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c). This is because when an agent arrives at a remote host, it gets fully in control of hosts 

and it becomes difficult for it to compute any secret computation of the user and hence 

all its computation processes are exposed to the host.  

3). . The invention as claimed in claim 1 and 2 , Novelty of my work lies in the fact that a system is 

designed entitled " Trust based Reputation Model to secure Mobile Agents".  

a). The model is unique in its way that agent uses soft security mechanisms based on trust 

and reputation to calculate the trustworthiness of the host on which it has to migrate.  

b). Reputation-based, trust is efficient because it enable agent to assess the host's past 

recommendation (03) and transaction history before transaction and prevents it from 

participating in execution with hosts who possess bad transaction and recommendation 

history.  

c). For this, agent predicts future behavior of the destination host by extracting its historical 

behavior by gathering recommendations from other transacted hosts.  

4). . The invention as claimed in claim 1,2 and 3, In developed decentralized reputation model MRep 

each host before giving recommendation to mobile agent considers trust and reputation as 

private and subjective property of destination host so that mobile agent (07) can experience 

successful transaction.  

a). In MRep, each host can put its own personal experience and can build trust and 

reputation for each other host belonging to the network.  

b). Our model is talks about securing mobile agent under medium and small size networks 

where hosts have regular interaction and so establish strong links among them.  

c). Earlier trust and reputation models proposed fail to properly evaluate trust when 

malicious hosts start behaving in an unpredictable way with mobile agent.  

d). Also, these models are ineffective in providing a quick response to agent when a 

malicious host's shows oscillating behavior ie sometimes trustworthy and sometimes 

untrustworthy.  

e). MRep is a comprehensive model because it calculate the reputation of the intended host 

using multitude of concepts like prior-derived reputation of assumed pre trusted source 

host , newcomer host reputation, reputation decay with time and hierarchy of trust 

developed using recommender groups according to their distance from pre trusted 

source host.  

f). Our model uses similarity filtering and clustering for detecting collusion attack. Distance 

matrixes are generated by applying single-linkage clustering on Euclidean distance values 

calculated between consecutive recommender's (07) F-Score and recommendation value 

(rating) given to the destination host. Clustering divides recommenders into honest and 

dishonest clusters.  

g). Model proposes a unique prevention mechanism against whitewashing attack when the
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agent interacts with the newcomer host (010). The newcomer host which is a 

whitewasher host poses a major threat as it does not possess any transactional and 

recommendation history.  

h). Game theory technique is applied that allows both, the agent and the host to play their 

mixed and pure strategy based games against each other. Mixed strategy game results 

into an unsafe game having no saddle point (014).  

5).. The invention as claimed in claim 2, 3 and 4, Hard security mechanisms for protecting agents 

are like authorizations, authentications and encryption standards (015).  

a). Unfortunately these are unable to predict about the intentions of transacting hosts 

Such intensions are required for negotiating, cooperating and performing online 

communications with agents. Also above hard security countermeasures lack a linkage 

between crypto-based evidence (014) and the actual behavior of the destination host 

with which agent wants to do transaction.  

b). Encryption techniques, access control methods and digital signatures do not work 

because they rely on direct connectivity of hosts with central servers. But the concept 

of a Mobile agent has a benefit point that it brings the computation close to the data 

and agent's mobility and autonomous feature do not need to make their permanent 

connections (0130) to central servers . Hence, we thought to ensure security through 

some specialized way.  

c). MRep model focuses on socialization of agent systems and uses trust as a soft security 

approach to protect Mobile agent from the malicious behavior of hosts within the 

system.  

d). In designed trust-based reputation system an agent can ask other hosts for their opinion 

about the trustworthiness of the destination host.  

e). The designed MRep model defines and formalizes basic factors of trust to derive 

reputation of destination host. Model determines direct reputation score of destination 

host by considering its each transactions time recency.  

f). More weight is given to more recent transaction done by destination host. Variability in 

transaction evaluations is done to estimate confidence in calculated direct reputation 

value of destination host. The invention as claimed in claim 1 and 3, Basic symbols in 

MRep for Direct, Indirect and Final Reputation calculation of destination host.  

6). The invention as claimed in claim 1 ,3,5, and 6 ,MRep gives Direct Reputation score (DRscore) 

that reflects a host's recent behaviour and enhances accuracy of DR. It is used to determine 

transaction behaviour of host on each date. 'tc' is the current date and 't' is the previous dates 

of transaction with destination host. Parameters 's' and 'n' gives number of successful (016) 

and total transactions done with DH respectively (017). The calculation of DRscore depends 

on Transaction Score (Tscore), time decay function (e") and Transaction Evaluation (TE).  

a). Transaction Score (Tscore) of evaluated transactions is the ratio of number of successful
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transactions to total number of transactions, Tscore = s/n 

b). A time decay function e - is used to account the age of the transaction with DH. The 

function gives high weight to transactions that took place recently as compared to 

transactions that took place in past and establishes the principle - "the more recent the 

transaction higher the value of DRscore". Transaction Evaluation (TE) is the product 

of Tscore on each date with its time recency.TE is weighted by a time decay function 

e -t. TE = e "i *Tscore . where, dt = t c - t P 

c). MRep gives DRscore = TE/ I e` Confidence in DRscore is calculated to find the 

state of absolute trust worthiness of DH. Divergence (Div) is calculated to estimate 

volatility by finding the difference between total TE values from total DRscore Div 

TE - I DRscore 1. Divergence measures how much amount the host diverted 

(in terms of performing number of successful transactions) during the considered 

period of time.  

7).. The invention as claimed in claim 1, 6 and 7 , The model calculates recommender reputation 

(08) value (F-Score) to evaluate the recommender's credibility.  

a). To calculate two recommender's recommendation similarity ,correlation is calculated.  

Correlation calculus helps to compare recommendations of two recommenders if they 

lie between similarity and dissimilarity ranges. An association test is conducted at 5% 

risk level to prove high, low or minimum degree of association.  

b). We plotted Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves to find the area under the 

curve (AUC) that verifies an association degree values under three datasets.  

c). The low value of AUC signifies less accuracy of model in determining trustworthiness 

of destination host when recommenders have very less correlation while high value of 

AUC signifies high accuracy of model in determining trustworthiness of destination 

host when recommenders have very high correlation.  

d). The proposed MRep model for determination of trust is based on a hierarchical concept 

consisting of four recommender communities or groups. The members of these groups 

are Source Hosts (SH), Relative Hosts (RH), Friend Hosts (FH), Neighbor Hosts (NH), 

and Stranger Hosts (SH).  

e). The four-level hierarchy structure of MRep generates community levels according to 

distance from SH. The SH is considered at level zero and provides direct recommendation.  

The other four recommender groups are arranged in a hierarchical order as Relative 

>Friend -> Neighbor ->Strangers with respect to the source host. These groups provides 

indirect recommendation for destination host.  

8).. The invention as claimed in claim 1,2 4, 5 and 8, Recommendations received from Relatives 

recommender groups are given more weight as compared to those given by Strangers 

recommender group. a, P, y and 6 represent weights assigned to Relatives, Friends , Neighbor 

and Stranger groups respectively. The highest weight is assigned to Relatives (08) and the least 

weight to Strangers. The model assigns weight, based on distance of recommenders as against
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fixed weight assignment by various authors discussed above (015). This further enhances the 

efficiency of the proposed model.  

a). AHP technique helps the mobile agent to prove its consistency in giving relative weight 

assignments to recommender groups, depending on their distance from assumed pre

trusted host.  

b). MRep detects Slanders . Slanders are single identity recommenders that gives dishonest 

ratings to the destination host. Similarity based Filtering (SF) is used to filter dishonest 

recommenders. For this, we calculated Euclidean distance (ED) between the source 

host and the recommender. Two factors considered for ED using recommender's 

recommendation reputation value (F-Score) and recommendation value between the 

source host and the recommender.  

c). Recommendation is considered honest if lies within similarity range while dishonest if 

lies under dissimilarity range. Correlation calculus helps to find if recommendations lies 

between similarity and dissimilarity ranges. An association test is conducted at 5% risk 

level to prove high, low or minimum degree of association in indirect reputations given 

by recommenders before and after slandering.  

d). Model takes care of collusion attack. The attack occurs when recommenders collude 

and gives dishonest positive and negative recommendations.  

e). Similarity filtering with single linkage clustering is used to measure similarity between 

consecutive recommender's recommendation value and recommendation reputation 

values (F-measure).  

f). Binomial probability estimates the probability of reputation errors caused due to ballot 

stuff and bad mouth collusions.  

g). Model has prevention scheme based on pure strategy game theory to prevent agent 

against whitewashing attack by new comer host.  

9). The invention as claimed in claim 1, 3 ,8 and 9 , We addressed how agent will combine and use 

reputations derived from directly and indirectly connected hosts to enhance the reliability and 

robustness of trust based reputation systems. There are always opportunities to enhance the 

performance of the proposed approaches (09). We have listed some of the possible 

enhancements in our proposed model (018) and approaches.  

a). The proposed model does not consider transaction context, which can be considered in 

calculation of final reputation to improve prediction level of the model.  

b). Addressing of bootstrapping problem is required in our model to help its decision 

making about new incoming host having no transactional as well as recommendation 

history.
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c). The problem become more severe when such host does not interact for long time as 

ageing deteriorates the reputation of such hosts.  

d). A mechanism is also need to be developed to ensure the trustworthiness of the host not 

interacted for long time or not interested to give recommendation of destination host.  

e). Detection of traitors can be another extension of the proposed methodology. Traitors 

are hosts that exhibit inconsistent behavior i.e. they behave properly for some time and 

suddenly change their behavior. This periodic strategic behavior of such hosts provides 

oscillatory transactional experience to agent.  

f). The present work has also not considered detection of Sybil attack. Under this attack 

destination host creates multiple identities of its own identity.  

g). These identities give positive recommendations to each other to increase reputation of 

destination host with which agent wishes to do transaction in future. The model can be 

extended to detect Sybil attack.  

h). The other filtering and clustering techniques can be applied to find their suitability in the 

proposed approach.  

i). The game theory is used to detect whitewash attack; repeated game based strategies can 

be used to further improve the system performance.
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Figure 1: Input and MRep hierarchical view 
 

 

 

Figure 2 : Community level view of MRep.  
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Figure 3: Sequence diagram of MRep  
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Figure 4: : Representation of data flow in MRep 
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Figure 5: Sequence diagram to show of slander attack in MRep view readings projection output view 
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Figure 6: Block diagram of Sequence diagram to show collusion attack in MRep  
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Figure.7:  Methodological flowchart for Collusion Detection  
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Figure 8:  Sequence diagram to show whitewashing attack in MRep  

 

 

Figure 9: : Calculation of the agent’s best-response  
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